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' ' This invention relates to a sling for carrying 
or supporting guns. 
One object of the invention is to provide a 

gun sling which may be employed to carry guns 
of various makes and size including shot guns, 
ri?es, and the like. ' 
Another object is to provide argun sling which 

is readily changed from one gun to another and 
does not require any permanent connection on 
the gun with which it is used. _ _ 
A further object is to provide a gun sling which 

can be folded and retained in a pocket without 
inconvenience or bulkiness. 
In general, the invention is directed to a strap 

adjustable in length and constructed to slip over 
a man’s shoulder and support a gun therefrom 
by an elastically supported member receivingthe 
stock of the gun and a slidable ring-like mem 
ber which slips over the barrel of the gun. } 
,Other objects of the invention will appear ' 

‘hereinafter in. connection with the following'de 
scription of a drawing illustrating an embodi 
ment of the invention. v - 
In the drawing: ~ 
Figure 1 is a perspective view illustrating a 

gun supported from a man’s shoulder by the 
sling of the invention; 

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the sling itself; 
‘Fig. 3 is a view taken on'line 3—-3 of Fig. 2; 

and ' 

Fig. 4 is a perspective view of the pouch with 
parts'broken away and sectioned. 
The gun sling shown in the drawings to illus 

trate the invention comprises generally a strap 
vI ?tting over the shoulder of a man carrying 11 
the gun 2 as shown in Fig. l, a pouch 3 receiv 
ing the stock of gun 2, and a ring member 4 
which fits around the barrel of gun 2. ' 
Strap I may be made of material such as a 

heavy canvas or leather and is of a width to 
support a gun on a man's shoulder without dis 
comfort. 

Strap I is made up of two loops, an upper loop 
adjustable in size and which ?ts over the shoul 
der of the bearer, and a lower loop ?xed in size 
and which enables the strap to pass on each side 
of the gun stock down to pouch 3 which receives 
the stock of the gun 2. 
The lower loop of strap I is provided by 

doubling over one end portion of the strap. The 
doubled back end portion is secured together and 
to the body of the strap substantially midway 
of the ends of the strap by sewing or by rivets. 
The doubled end portion reinforces the strap at 
the strap joint where the doubled end portion is 
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secured to the body of the strap and at the same 
time provides the small loop *5. 
Loop 5 con?nes a buckle B which is provided 

to receive the other end of strap I to form the 
upper loop engaging the shoulder of the individ 
ual carrying the gun. The doubled end portion 
and the body of strap I prevents buckle <5 from 
striking the barrel of the gun, and the joint be 
tween the strap parts is made at a line along the 
strap in general providing clearance of the gun 
barrel when the sling is supporting a gun. 
Strap I is of a su?icient length so that it can 

be adjusted through buckle 6 to enlarge the up 
per loop of the strap to adapt the sling for use 
with guns of di?erent lengths or by men of dif 
ferent height. “ 

Pouch or support 3 may be of various construc 
tions. The pouch illustrated in the drawings 
comprises a generally rectangularly shaped 
holder at the top of which has been incorporated 
the rubber band ‘I for snugly ?tting the pouch 
to a. gun stock. The pouch 3 is of a size and 
depth to accommodate generally all sizes of gun 
stocks, and rubber band ‘I which normally 
gathers the upper part of'the pouch together 
makes the pouch adjustable to diffeernt gun 
stocks and provides a tight ?t with each stock. 
The lower loop of strap I is sewed or other 

wise secured to the upper portion of pouch 3, the 
pouch being located in the lower end of the loop, 
but the lower side portions and bottom of the 
pouch are free of the loop to improve the ad 
justability of the pouch to di?erent sizes and 
thickness of gun stocks. , 
The ring member 4 which is slipped over the 

barrel of gun 2 has a slip connection with strap 
I due to a loop 8 provided in the member through 
which strap I passes. Loop 18 may be made by 
overlapping the end portions ‘of the fabric or 
other material from which the member 4 ismade 
and securing the overlapping end portions to 
gether by sewing or riveting at only the extreme 
ends thereof. Loop 8 con?nes ring member 4 on 
the strap and yet permits it to be moved along 
strap l to locate the member on the most de 
sirable place on the gun barrel for the partic 
ular gun bearer and length of barrel. 
In assembling the gun sling, a strap I, for ex 

ample, of about eight feet in length of leather 
or canvas is inserted through buckle 6 and 
doubled over on itself at one end and secured 
to the body portion of the strap, as described, to 
form the lower loop ?tting around a gun stock, 
and to con?ne buckle 6 within the loop 5 which 
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is formed at such end when the strap is doubled 
over. 
Ring member 4 is made by lapping the end 

portions and securing them together, as de 
scribed, to provide loop 8 therein and through 
which is inserted the free or unsecured end of 
strap I. When ring member 4 is assembled on 
strap I the end of the strap is inserted through 
buckle 6 to form an upper loop in the strap of 
the size desired. The buckle is of a type that 
exerts a greater clamping pressure on the strap 
as the weight on the strap is increased. 
The sling is completed by securing the pouch ‘3, 

previously provided with the elastic top, within 
the lower end of the lower loop of the strap. 
The gun is normally supported by the sling in 

an upright position either from the shoulder of , 
the bearer or other support. 
The invention provides a compact, light-weight 

gun sling which is readily carried in a pocket for 
jlsgandwhich is adjustable for use with different 
guns and bearers of di?erent height. , . , 

‘Various ‘embodiments of the invention may be 
.einpleyed Within the scope, of the accompanying 
claims- , . 

lelaim: 7 . l . _ 

1. A gun sling for supporting a gun, which 
comprises a strap of substantial length folded and 
secured upon itself to provide a lower loop thereof 
encompassing the stock of the gun and an upper 
loop engaging the support from which thesling 
issuspended, a support for the barrel of the gun 
adjustable along said strap in the upper loop 
thereof, and an expansible support secured to the 
lower ,loopof the sling and adapted to receive and 
snugly ?t gun stocks of di?erent size and thick 

‘2.4 gm sling for supporting a gun, which 
comprises astrap or substantial length folded and 
securedupon itself to provide a lower loop thereof 
encompassing .the stock of the gun and an upper 
loop engaging the support from which ‘the sling 
is suspended-a Support for thebarrelof. the gun 
vadjustable along said strap‘ in the upper. 100p 
thereof, and a pouchsecured within the flower 
109p 0i the sling to receive the lower end of the 
gun. stock and provided with. an elastic top to 
snuglr?t sun stocks of di?erent Size and thi'ek— 
11.8.55. . ' ’ ’ 

v.3- A gun’ sling for Supporting a sun, which 
comprises ,a strap of substantial length having a 
?xed ‘lower loopformed by securing an end of the 
strap to the body thereof and encompassing the 
stock of the gun, means at the upper end of the 
lower loop forinsertion therethrough of the free 
end of the strap to form an upper 100p adapted 
tent over the shoulder of the bearer and adjust 
able in length, a support for the barrel of the gun 
adjustable along said strap in the upper loop 
thereof, and an expansible support secured to the 
lower end of the sling and adapted to receive‘ and 
snugly ?t gun stocks of different size and thick 
ness. ~ 
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4 
4. A gun sling for supporting a gun, which 

comprises a strap of substantial length having a 
?xed lower loop formed by securing an end of 
the strap to the body thereof and encompassing 
the stock of the gun, a buckle at the upper end 
of the lower loop for insertion therethrough of 
the free end of the strap to form an upper loop 
adapted to ?t over ‘the shoulder of the bearer and 
adjustable in length, a support for the barrel of 
the gun adjustable along said strap in the upper 
loop thereof, ‘and an expansible support secured 
to the lower end of the sling and adapted to re 
ceive and snugly ?t gun stocks of different size 
.and thickness. 

5. A gun sling for supporting a gun, which 
' comprises astrap of substantial length having a 
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?xed lower loop formed by securing an end of the 
strap to the body thereof and encompassing the 
stock ofv'the gun, a buckle at the upper end of the 
lower loop for insertion therethrough of the free 
endof the strap to form anupper loop ?tting. over 
the shoulder of ‘ the bearer and adjustable in 
length, a ring member encircling the barrel of 
thelgun and having a loop therein to receive said 
strap and permit adjustment of the ringmexn 
ber therealong, and an expansible support mem 
ber secured to thezlower end of the sling and 
adapted to receive and snugly .?t gun stocks of 
different size. and thickness. . 

6. A gun sling for supporting a gun, which 
comprises, a strap of substantial lengthhavinsene 
end portion doubled uponitself to provide a small 
loop therein and secured ‘to the D063’ Qf 1111.6 gimp 
to provide a 100D extending around theeun. stock 
leneitud'inally thereof, a buckle con?ned in said 
small loop for insertion therethrough .Qf .thei're'e 
end of the strap lib form a second. loop ‘forensi 
pending the sling'and'sadiustable'in length, a ring 
member encircling the barrel of the gunandhav 
ing a loop therein to receive the strap of said sec 
ond loopand permit adiustmentof the ring mem: 
ber .therealons, and a pouch secured within the 
first named loop of the sling rtolreceive the gun 
stock and provided with an elastic ‘top to snugly 

r ?t gunstocks of different .size and thicknessi 
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